
Save more with TRIOSE
Turn your shipping volume into increased value 
with the power of group purchasing.

Gain control of your shipping costs.
Your business aims to give your customers the best experience possible, but if you
don’t have full visibility to your supply chain expenditures, you might end up 
charging them more than you need to.

Una provides access to discounted shipping rates and experts in making the 
behavioral changes necessary to rein in excessive costs by partnering with TRIOSE. 

Inbound Shipping Outbound Shipping Large Cargo Services

Vendors often hide increased 
costs in their shipping.

This gives the appearance of 
reduced cost for the product, but 
it still adds up.

TRIOSE works with over 10,000 
vendors and can help shine 
a light on these previously 
unmeasured costs.

Don’t leave money in the 
mailroom!

TRIOSE gives you access to 
reduced shipping rates and 
helps educate your employees 
on how to always ship in the 
most cost-effective way to 
achieve your goals.

A difference of 2 hours in delivery 
time can add up to hundreds in 
increased shipping costs!

The TRIOSE Freight180° program 
sources from large cargo 
shippers from across the country 
to ensure cost-effective rates and 
the highest level of service.

TRIOSE matches reduced costs 
with logistics experts who get 
you what you need, when
you need it.

Take the next step towards savings today.
Request a free cost comparison to see how Una’s discounted shipping rates stack 
up compared to your current pricing. Visit www.una.com/shipping to learn more.
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Value beyond discounts

Dedicated customer
service teams

Preferred discounts on all 
service levels

99% claim recovery rate on 
lost or damaged shippments

Visibility into your
shipping spend

Logistics resources to meet 
any shipping needs

Who we serve

Distributors Retailers Clinics & 
Healthcare

Business & 
Industry
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Visit www.una.com/shipping to learn more.


